
Rose Altar
Through out our time with Rose, you
will have an altar for your Devotional
practice with the Spirit of Rose. This

will be a place to anchor in Rose energy
& hold yourself accountable through

out your journey.  We will design this to
suit our senses and how we personally

experience Beauty and Safety.
This altar should feel like art. Capturing
the way you view, feel & celebrate Rose

specifically, but the world generally.
Altars are used in basically every

culture and tradition. It is a place for
worship, communion, Devotion. 
There is no right or wrong way to

create an altar, in fact my hope is that



Rose Altar
this journey allows you to practice your

Intuition every step of the way. All I
request is that you take your current
beliefs, practices, and devotions and
incorporate them into your offering.
For example, I practice Earth based

spirituality, so I will use those
teachings (like bringing in all the
elements) as I craft my altar. This

should be fun. This should invoke your
inner Creatrix. Allowing yourself to
craft an altar that feels beautiful,

abundant, spiritual, and connected for
you! Make sure you post it on our

Facebook group if you want to share :) 



Crafting Your Rose Altar
We want this altar to invoke your Senses.
We want you to feel Beautiful, Strong, &
Connected when you come to sit here.

You may want to incorporate living Roses
in vases. Maybe you have a bowl for the
thorns.  Maybe you feel inspired to draw
or paint Roses or have a scarf with her

image on them. Maybe you get Rose
incense, essential oils or candles. Maybe

you keep your Rose tea, special Rose mug
and Rose Essence on your altar (highly
recommend.)  This is where you will sit
with Rose everyday. As you create your
altar you are opening your Rose Portal.

You are creating a space of Intention and
connection to Rose.


